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Utility Stands
EZ Dock Mid-Atlantic is pleased to announce the availability of our new utility stands for
EZ Dock installations as well as wood or metal docks.

Dock Shower Stand
The Dock Shower Stand is a marine grade polished aluminum accessory designed to
attach to an EZ Dock System with one EZ Dock hardware connector. This accessory also
can be ordered for mounting on a wood or metal dock. The Dock Shower Stand simply
needs a garden hose attached to the bottom supply which is under water and you instantly have water at the lower spigot level with a hose bib as well as at the shower head
using a separate shut off value.
Part Numbers: MA-SS (EZ Dock), MA-SSw (Wood dock)

Rescue Ring Stand
The Rescue Ring stand is made of polished marine aluminum and is delivered with an
arm to store rope and a rescue ring anywhere on the EZ Dock System. One EZ Dock
hardware connector is required to attach to an EZ Dock system and it is also available
with a mounting plate for wood or metal docks.
Part Numbers: MA-RRS (EZ Dock), MA-RRSw (Wood dock)

Dock Shower Stand

Water Stand
The Water stand provides water at the dock and uses a standard EZ Dock hardware connector to attach to the dock. Simply run a garden hose to the connection at the bottom
of the water stand, connect the stand to the dock and you have fresh water for all those
requirements (fish cleaning, boat washing, etc.). The stand comes with a hose bib for
storing a hose as well. Anchoring uses one EZ Dock hardware connector. This is a marine
grade polished aluminum accessory which can also be mounted on wood or metal
docks with the wood anchoring plate.
Part Numbers: MA-WS (EZ Dock), MA-WSw (Wood dock)

Rescue Ring Stand

Utility Stand
The Utility Stand provides a GFI power source on the
dock as well as water and a hose bib. For those customers that want both power and water the Utility Stand
answers the requirement. This polished aluminum grade
Utility Stand attaches using a standard EZ Dock hardware connector and power (shipped by default with 20
Amp receptacles) can be run from shore to the Stand
as well as water. A simple garden hose can be attached
to the bottom of the water supply and any underwater
power cable can be used to supply power to the receptacle.
Part Numbers: MA-US (EZ Dock), MA-USw (Wood dock)
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